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ExEcutiVE summary

distinct from the horizon Programme, matrix
has conducted a study into the use of public
procurement as an instrument to find and
implement innovative solutions to issues faced
by the public sector. this tightly focused
study has been undertaken by a sub-panel of
matrix with expert advice and support from
sQw consulting (sQwc).
the study focused on two strands, namely:
- a review of government policy to use
public procurement to encourage smEs to
increase their levels of r&d and science
and technology innovation;
- an investigation of the potential for
establishing a targeted small scale pilot in
a distinct high technology area e.g. ict or
medical services in order to demonstrate
best practice.
in recent years there has been growing
recognition on the part of governments in the
uK and elsewhere in Europe as well as the
European commission of the potential value
of using public procurement as an instrument
to find and implement innovative solutions to
issues faced by the public sector and to fund
small, early-stage companies with ideas for
such solutions. the successful small business
innovation research (sbir) programme in
the us is universally recognised as the main
inspiration for this. the sbir provides for a
phased programme of funding for investigating
new ideas and developing the most promising
ones with a view to producing proven, marketready solutions that can be taken up by the
public sector as well as taken to the wider
commercial market.
the uK equivalent, the small business
research initiative (sbri) does not include
such funding and essentially consist of a
voluntary target for participating government
departments to spend 2.5% of their r&d
requirements from smEs. this has not had
the desired effect because it has led to
very few, if any, technology development

opportunities. this has been recognized in,
among other reports, the sainsbury review.
Various measures aimed at improving the
situation have been proposed and some have
been implemented. however, none address
the fundamental issue that public procurement
is of necessity a risk-averse process that
is incompatible with the risks caused by
technological uncertainty and the early-stage
nature of small innovative companies.
the situation is very similar throughout most of
Europe. however, in 2006 an ad-hoc working
group of the national ist research directors
forum proposed a three-stage mechanism
it called Pre-commercial Procurement of
innovation, which is very similar to the us
sbir approach. the paper concluded that a
substantial proportion of the sbir process
could be implemented in Europe within the
limitations imposed by state aid regulations
and Procurement (competition and antidiscrimination) directives.
two years prior to the publication of this paper,
the dutch government had already started
a pilot version of the sbir designed along
very similar lines, which is still ongoing and
is managed by senternovem, an executive
agency of the ministry of Economic affairs.
although European rules mean that the dutch
version has to allow Europe-wide competition
at key stages of the process, the experience to
date has shown that this does not necessarily
detract from the objective of working with
ideas from small innovative dutch companies
and funding the development of the most
promising of those ideas. this pilot is currently
at the stage where a number of the initial ideas
are being developed into non-commercial
prototypes. the intention is to involve larger
companies as prospective customers and
investors in the third and final phase where
prototypes are developed into commercial
products.
there is the potential for implementing a similar

pre-commercial procurement pilot in northern
ireland, with departments that have a need
for innovative solutions and access to budgets
to support the development of such solutions
and ultimately to procure them. Possible
candidate departments include the department
of health, social services and Public safety
(dhssPs), the department of agriculture and
rural development and the department of the
Environment. in the health and social care
sector, the appropriate parties to implement a
pilot would include the central services agency
(the centre for Procurement Expertise for
health supplies and services), hsc innovations
(the innovation management and iP exploitation
centre for the health service), biobusiness
northern ireland (the business association for
the Life and health technology sector), the
matrix health & Life sciences horizon panel
and the hsc research office, which funds
healthcare research.
an indicative minimum budget for a pilot
would be £750,000 plus management costs
(5-10% of the project budget), to cover at
least four Phase 1 projects with an indicative
budget of £35,000 each and at least two
Phase 2 projects with an indicative budget of
£300,000 each. the final development of a
commercial product would then be funded by
private sector companies with an interest in
the outcomes. a full pilot would probably take
around five years from the first preparations
to producing procurement-ready products.
special consideration would need to be given
to early engagement with prospective providers
of solutions, to the involvement of large
companies as prospective users and investors
and to the management of intellectual Property
rights.
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1.1
sQw was commissioned by the department
of Enterprise, trade & investment (dEti) of
the northern ireland government to provide
support to the matrix Procurement Panel
in its deliberations on how government
procurement in northern ireland can best
stimulate economic return from the commercial
exploitation of the local research, science and
technology (s&t) base, especially through
smEs.
1.2
the matrix Procurement Panel is a panel
established by matrix, the northern ireland
science industry Panel. matrix is itself an
expert advisory panel reporting to dEti and
the dEti minister on policies and strategies
designed to maximise the region’s abilities to
gain economic advantage and generate wealth
from the exploitation and commercialisation of
science, technology and r&d. the matrix
Procurement Panel (the Panel) consists
of representatives of matrix, business
representation organisations and government.
1.3
following the inception meeting with the Panel,
it was agreed that the study would focus on
two strands, namely:
• A review of what has been done in terms
of overall government policy to use public
procurement to encourage smEs to
increase their levels of r&d and science

•

and technology innovation. this includes
exploring a number of examples of best
practice including the us government’s
sbir, the use of bonds by smEs in spain
to help them bid for government contracts
and the example of clusters competing for
contracts in finland;
The main focus should be an investigation
of the potential for establishing a
targeted small scale pilot in a distinct
high technology area e.g. ict or medical
services in order to demonstrate best
practice.

1.4
a number of policy and guidance documents,
papers and websites on the subject were
reviewed in order to ascertain the current
status of uK government policy and practice
and to assess the relevance of policies and
practices elsewhere in Europe and the rest of
the world. where appropriate, information of
particular interest was followed up. a full list of
all references is provided in annex a.
1.5
discussions were held with a number of
individuals in key organisations within northern
ireland in order to assess the potential for a
pilot project, focusing on the health and social
care sector in particular. a list of consultees is
provided in annex b.
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thE us sbir

2.1
in recent years, there has been growing
recognition on the part of governments in the
uK and elsewhere in Europe, as well as the
European commission, of the potential value
of using public procurement as an instrument
to find and implement innovative solutions to
issues faced by the public sector and to fund
small, early-stage companies with ideas for
such solutions. the successful small business
innovation research (sbir) programme in
the us is universally recognised as the main
inspiration for this1.
2.2
the benefits that the sbir programme brings
to both the public sector and small innovative
businesses have been extensively described
elsewhere (see for example references 1 and
2 in annex a) and will not be repeated in detail
here. however, for the purpose of identifying
other exemplars and devising a suitable pilot
scheme for northern ireland it is important to
consider the key characteristics and success
factors of the scheme, which are as follows:
• Funding is made available in a phased
approach that initially covers feasibility
studies (undertaken by a number
of different small companies with a
maximum budget of $100,000 per study),
then takes successful projects into a
development stage (maximum budget
$750,000) and finally brings successfully
developed projects into the actual

•

•

•

•

mainstream procurement processes.
this helps the public sector to manage
the risk of funding speculative new
ideas and enables very small companies
to participate. in fact, the us sbir
programme does not require companies
to be established until awards have been
won.
The programme provides fully funded R&D
contracts with specific milestones and
deliverables based on the real needs of
the public body that wishes to undertake
the ultimate procurement of the final
product, not part-funded r&d grants.
the relationship involved is therefore one
between supplier and customer and the
development is market-led.
The Intellectual Property developed
within the projects, remains owned by the
companies involved, although obviously the
public sector receives certain exploitation
rights. the public sector is therefore a first
customer of the solution developed, but by
no means the only potential customer.
Continuous discussions between
interested companies and the managers
who administer the programme are
encouraged. this helps to inform the
companies of future requirements and
opportunities and helps the procurement
managers to learn what innovative
solutions the market may be able to offer.
The tendering and award processes are
based around competitions at roughly

six monthly intervals. they are fully
transparent and standard contracts are
used.

1 the closely related but much smaller small business technology transfer (sttr) Programme is specifically for projects involving significant collaboration with a non-profit research institution. the
sttr was not explicitly included in this study because it is much closer to existing uK schemes than the sbir is.
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2.3
unlike the us sbir, the uK equivalent,
called the small business research initiative
(sbri), is a voluntary scheme under which
participating government departments will aim
to buy at least 2.5% of their r&d requirements
from smEs. data is provided on the website
of the department for business, Enterprise
& regulatory reform (dbErr) to show
that in 2005/6 all departments except the
department of health exceeded this target and
an average of 8.7% of the baseline budgets
was spent with smEs. however, the website
provides little information about the nature
of the contracts and the size and stage of
development of the smEs involved, and an
unpublished analysis by david connell (advisor
on this report) of the 150 sbri contracts
advertised so far, shows that only one was a
genuine technology development opportunity
for a business.
2.4
it is now widely recognised that the sbri is
not performing satisfactorily, and the subject
of how public procurement can be more
effectively mobilised to support innovation
has been receiving increasing attention in uK
government circles. in a presentation on the
importance of science to the cambridge rotary
club on 25th october 2007, sir david King,
chief scientific advisor to the government,
explicitly mentioned that more should be done
to stimulate the public procurement of solutions

based on new science and technology ideas. in
his recent review of the government’s science
and innovation policy (ref. 3), Lord sainsbury
mentions that ‘demand-side factors, such
as procurement and regulation, which can
play a critical role in encouraging innovation,
have received too little government focus.
the review shows that value for money and
innovation can be complementary objectives
in government procurement and urges
government departments and the economic
regulators to engage in emerging technology
development in collaboration with the
technology strategy board (tsb).’
2.5
Lord sainsbury endorses david connell’s report
(ref. 1) and concludes that the sbri should
be reformed to resemble the us sbir more
closely. he also ‘welcomes the ‘transforming
government Procurement’ report (ref. 4) and
recommends that the government urgently
press ahead with plans to improve procurement
capability.’ however, this latter report only
discusses relatively minor changes to existing
procurement practices. the same approach
is evident from a broader review of policy and
guidance documents issued by uK government
bodies (primarily the office of government
commerce) and European sources on the
subject of how the uK or Europe could
use public procurement to achieve the kind
of outcomes achieved by the us sbir
(references 5-15). the recommendations that

are most often put forward are:
• Early engagement of suppliers by
procurement bodies (this is often referred
to as ‘concept Viability’ or ‘competitive
dialogue’) in order to alert prospective
suppliers, as early as possible, to potential
tendering opportunities, help develop
procurement policy and strategies and
inform the public sector about new
innovative solutions.
• The use of whole-life costing, to take
into account the total costs and benefits
(including the wider benefits to society
beyond the body that is procuring the
solution) over the lifetime of the product or
service procured.
• The use of outcome-based procurement
that avoids focusing too early on particular
solutions and leaves open opportunities for
entirely new ways of solving the issues in
question, and allows variant bids.
• Aggregating demand between public
bodies in order to create large enough
demand to stimulate innovation.
• Allowing the transfer of Intellectual
Property to suppliers, enabling the wider
commercialisation of the innovations.
• Adjusting targets and incentives for
procurement staff to encourage the
procurement of innovative solutions.
2.6
these recommendations are arguably sensible
and, if implemented, likely to have a positive
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impact on the procurement of recently
developed products that are still in the early
stages of their market introduction. it is
assumed that such guidelines are already being
taken on board by the procurement bodies in
northern ireland. however, they are still based
on the assumption that the solutions are ready
to be tested and procured, and they do not
adequately address a key issue that prevents
the public procurement of truly innovative
solutions from early-stage companies, namely
that of the risks caused by technological
uncertainty and the early-stage nature of the
companies.
2.7
when a truly novel, innovative solution to
an issue is proposed there is inevitably a
significant probability that it will in fact not
work. new ideas are by definition untested
and there are many unknown factors that will
determine whether the idea can ultimately
be translated into a reliable product,
process, system or service. also, they are
often conceived by early-stage technology
companies that lack the necessary track record
(not only of the company itself but often also
of the founders) that inspires confidence that
the company will survive for long enough to
allow its technology to be implemented. this
is recognised by, for example, venture capital
investors, who accept a high failure rate of their
investments and have learnt to manage risk by,
among other things, spreading it.

2.8
by contrast, public procurement practices and
the officials who apply them are frequently
criticised for being risk-averse and unwilling
to procure any products, processes, systems
or services that are not tried and tested and
available ‘off the shelf’. such reluctance to
take risks is understandable because high
technological and implementation risk is
basically incompatible with the core concept of
public procurement, which is value for money.
Procurement officers do not have the luxury of
spreading their contracts over many different
companies but need to select one that offers
the best value for money, but it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to assess that value
properly if there is a high probability that the
solution offered will never work at all. no
amount of targets and incentives will address
this unless much more fundamental changes
are made to the entire procurement process.
2.9
similarly, concepts such as ‘competitive
dialogue’ will do little to address the issue of
risk because they are intended ‘to identify and
define the means best suited to satisfying [the
contracting authority’s] needs’. again it is very
difficult to select the ‘best suited’ means when
all of the proposed means have a high chance
of failure.
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2.10
few countries in Europe appear to have moved
beyond the stage of considering changes
to standard procurement practices that
are only ever likely to have a minor impact.
Even initiatives to encourage or facilitate the
participation by small companies in government
procurement, in general, are very limited. in
our desk research, specific attention was paid
to spain and finland, which were believed by
members of the Panel to have implemented
certain practices that supported smEs in
their efforts to participate in procurement
opportunities, but no evidence of this was
found. in fact, in a survey reported on the
website of the Public Procurement network
(see ref. 24e), a Europe-wide network of
public procurement officials, every member
except greece and the netherlands answered
‘no’ to the question ‘is there in your country
a regulation that favours or benefits smE’s
(small or medium enterprises), for example by
an obligation or otherwise (like contracts below
certain thresholds are only for smE’s or 25 %
of all contracts by a contracting authority have
to be awarded to smE’s)?’
2.11
the member from the netherlands did not
provide an answer to this question and the
answer from greece was: ‘yes, there is a
regulation as regards works and research
contracts that favours smE’s through the
obligatory registration of companies in classes

depending on their size and the level of the
budget of contracts sought. thus, lower
class registered companies can participate
in competitions for contracts of lower budget
where other, in higher-class registered
companies may not.’ it may be that this
approach is based on the Eu de minimis
rules, which allow aid of up to €100,000 per
company on a rolling three-year basis. we
have asked the relevant contacts in greece
for clarification but have not yet received
a response, but we assume that this is an
implementation of the European commission’s
de minimis rules that allow small amounts of
state aid.
2.12
defence procurement is subject to certain
exceptions to standard procurement rules, and
the french government utilises this to allow
smEs to directly conclude an r&d contract
with the ministry of defence without having
to face competition with other companies,
provided the smEs can prove that they are
the originators of the innovative technology
(see http://trendchart.cordis.lu/tc_datasheet.
cfm?id=8658). it is unlikely that such
avoidance of the competition rules would be
acceptable in any area outside of defence, and
since the northern ireland government does
not have its own defence budget it is of little
relevance.
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thE PrE-commErciaL
ProcurEmEnt modEL

2.13
an ad-hoc working group of the national
ist research directors forum (a group
of ict directors from European national
administrations, ref. 16) has gone a significant
step further by proposing a mechanism it calls
‘pre-commercial Procurement of innovation’,
which essentially is an extra step through which
innovative ideas can be made ‘procurement
ready’. the paper provides a thorough analysis
of the whole issue (albeit focused around
ict), some useful insights into the relevant
regulations as well as a proposal for one way
in which such pre-commercial procurement of
innovation could be realised.
2.14
the model proposed is similar to the us sbir
approach, in that it puts in place a separate
multi-stage process that takes place prior
to, and feeds prospective solutions into,
mainstream commercial procurement. it
recognises that mainstream procurement,
even with modifications to make it more
‘innovation-friendly’, is not able to support the
speculative development of technologically
risky propositions and that standard grant
mechanisms for supporting r&d are
insufficiently market-driven and also subject
to state aid rules that limit the level of public
sector support. it therefore proposes that
early-stage ideas are supported through the
procurement of pre-commercial r&d services.
2.15
the proposed mechanism uses the fact that
procurement of (as opposed to grants for)
r&d is not subject to the state aid limitations
that are imposed on r&d grants, and can
therefore, in principle, be fully funded (ref.
17). at the same time, the procurement of
pre-commercial r&d services is exempt from
Public Procurement directive 2004/18/Ec
and therefore does not have to be announced
through the official Journal of the European
union and tenders Electronic daily, unless
the benefits of the r&d are completely for

the contracting authority and the r&d is fully
paid by the contracting authority (ref. 18).
this condition can be met by ensuring that the
outputs of the r&d ultimately become available
to others.
2.16
the paper splits the pre-commercial
procurement of innovation into three steps.
depending on the level of technological
uncertainty that exists among prospective
solutions to a particular issue, the authors
suggest that it is possible to skip the first or
second of these steps:
1 r&d to take an idea, explore its feasibility
and develop it into a solution proposal. the
level of technological risk at this stage is
high. duration around 6 months.
2 r&d to take the proposed solution up to
a prototype. the technological risk here
is lower than in the first step. duration
around 2 years.
3 r&d to take the prototype up to a
first batch of pre-commercial-volume
preproducts/services validated through
field tests. duration around 2 years.
2.17
the paper discusses the definition of r&d as
defined in the new ‘framework for state aid
for research and development and innovation’,
which was adopted by the European
commission in late 2006 and was due to
be implemented on 1st January 2007. this
new framework extends the scope of r&d to
become ‘r&d&i’, which includes ‘experimental
development’, and the paper argues that
therefore all three steps in the pre-commercial
procurement process fall under the exception
to the Procurement directives. however, the
dutch government in a pilot of its own sbir
programme (see below) has concluded that the
new definition does not encompass the third
step but that it merely allows the second step
to be extended further down the development
path, but not to the point where a market-ready
product has been obtained.

2.18
the text of the new state aid framework (ref.
17) is somewhat ambiguous but, among other
things, states that ‘the experimental production
and testing of products, processes and
services are also eligible, provided that these
cannot be used or transformed to be used in
industrial applications or commercially.’ also,
the paragraph in the framework that covers
procurement uses the term ‘r&d’ rather than
‘r&d&i’, which suggests that in the context of
procurement the new definition may in fact not
be applicable. in any event, the actual status
of the new state aid framework is unclear
because although it has been ‘adopted’ by
the European commission it does not appear
to have filtered through to the implementation
stage.
2.19
a similar ‘procurement readiness’ mechanism
was proposed for the uK in a recent paper on
innovation and public procurement by the cbi
and QinetiQ (ref. 19) that recommends the
creation of a uK equivalent to the us defense
advanced research Projects agency (darPa),
which is a body that coordinates and funds
innovative, high-risk projects to make them
ready for defence procurement.
2.20
the cbi/QinetiQ paper suggests that the
technology strategy board in the uK could
be repositioned to undertake this kind of role
- not just aimed at defence - and engage in
precommercial procurement through technical
feasibility to prototyping and advanced
demonstration. it envisages that the tsb
would partner government bodies, companies
and research organisations and provide up to
50% funding for pre-competitive research and
development projects, which could then be
matched by sponsoring departments.
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thE dutch
ExPEriEncE

2.21
uniquely among European countries, in 2004
the dutch ministry of Economic affairs began
a pilot of its own version of the us sbir. the
pilot is still ongoing and is being managed
by senternovem, an agency of the ministry
of Economic affairs. in 2006 the ministries
of defence, agriculture, fisheries & foods
and spatial Planning & water management
joined in the pilot with their own requirements
for innovative solutions. a total of six calls for
proposals were issued.
2.22
the dutch sbir recognises a three-stage
process:
1 a study into the technical, economic and
organisational feasibility of a project idea.
the maximum duration of this phase is six
months.
2 r&d up until a first, non-commercial
prototype. the r&d has to conform to
the European definition and the maximum
duration of a Phase two project is two years.
3 developing a market-ready product.
2.23
the government acts as the customer by
commissioning projects originally in Phase
one, following a call for tenders in response
to a defined need. fixed-price contracts
with agreed deliverables are awarded, and
companies have to deliver the outputs required
whether the budget is sufficient or not. only

companies that successfully complete a Phase
one project are eligible to tender for a Phase
two project. one of the selection criteria for
Phase two is whether the company has found
an external party willing to fund or co-fund
Phase three. there is no specific mechanism
for the government to fund Phase three
projects, although it may wish to procure the
outputs of a Phase three project under normal
procurement rules.

would be allowable to restrict the dutch sbir
to smEs only. the response received spelt out
certain conditions under which this might be
acceptable, but it was concluded that it would
be too difficult to argue that, such a restriction
to smEs was sufficiently ‘imperative in the
general interest’ and non-discriminatory, and
consequently no such restriction was put in place.

2.24
Each dutch sbir call originally had a budget
of 200,000 euros (£138,000) for Phase
one projects (designed to cover at least four
feasibility studies with a maximum budget of
50,000 euros (£35,000) each) and a budget
of 900,000 euros (£620,000) for Phase
two projects (sufficient for at least two r&d
projects with a maximum budget of 450,000
euros (£310,000) each). Each ministry spent
most of its budgets, funding four or five Phase
one projects, while the ministry of spatial
Planning & water management increased
the budgets for its calls because of the high
number of proposals that it considered worthy
of funding, and funded five and six projects
respectively in its two calls.

2.26
although no announcement, via the key
European mechanisms, was required, the basic
Eu rules against discrimination still required
that applications from companies of any size
and from any European country should be
accepted and that the calls for tender should
be publicised widely on at least a national level.
senternovem therefore used adverts in trade
magazines, press releases to regional and
national newspapers, its sbir website and
direct mail. the publicity was not aimed only
at smEs, but in all publicity the programme
was described as being aimed particularly at
smEs, and smEs were explicitly encouraged
to respond. in addition, an information meeting
was held for each call, and reports of the
information meetings were published on the
sbir website.

2.25
senternovem consulted the European
commission on the interpretation of the
exceptions to the Public Procurement
directives in order to ascertain whether it

2.27
in 2007, senternovem undertook an
evaluation of the pilot while it was still
ongoing. all the ministries involved in the pilots
were satisfied with the numbers of tenders
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received; on average 16 serious responses
per call, primarily from smEs. the ministries
also reported that the pilot had brought new
companies to their attention, that the quality of
the proposals was generally high and in some
areas very creative proposals were received.
2.28
across all six calls, 97 proposals were received
from 88 different companies. five companies
submitted more than one proposal within the
same call, while two submitted proposals in two
different calls. 83% of the proposals received
came from small companies (<50 employees)
and 56% had fewer than 10 employees. only
9% were not smEs; none of these ultimately
were awarded contracts even though the size
of the company was not a selection criterion.
2.29
for each call a judging committee was formed
that consisted of representatives from the
ministry involved, the science community,
potential further customers, the finance
community and business. Proposals were
judged on four criteria: contribution to solving
the public sector issue; technological quality
and innovation; economic prospects; and
added value to society and sustainability.
2.30
although the intention had been to award
Phase one contracts within six weeks of the
closing date of the relevant call, this was not

always achieved, mainly because of slow
internal procedures. however, five of the six
calls resulted in decisions within eight weeks.
2.31
28 contracts for phase 1 projects were
awarded, half to companies with fewer than
10 employees while most of the remaining
contracts went to companies with fewer than
50 employees. none of the companies that
won contracts had more than 100 employees.
2.32
40% of the businesses that submitted
proposals were less than five years old and
75% less than 15 years old. the age profile of
those that won contracts was similar.
2.33
the vast majority (89%) of companies that
were awarded an sbir contract chose to
work with other companies (42%), research
institutes (18%), or both (29%). 11% did not
subcontract any of the work. the programme
allows subcontracting up to 33% of the
contract value in Phase one and up to 50% in
Phase two.
2.34
at the time of the evaluation, several of the
ministries involved were closely involved with
the execution of the feasibility studies, feeding
their requirements into the studies and trying
to ensure that the outcomes are as relevant

and robust as possible. at the time of writing
of this report, the earliest call (for which four
Phase one projects had started in 2005)
had led to two Phase two projects that have
nearly finished. the remaining Phase one
projects (which started in early 2007) are
either still ongoing or have just finished. thus
far, approximately 50% of finished Phase one
projects have been approved for Phase two.
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3.1
northern ireland has already had some
experience of its own with an initiative that
has many of the hallmarks of the pre
commercial procurement of innovation. under
its broadband content initiative, in may
2007, dEti invited creative companies in
northern ireland to develop new commercial
broadband content with a view to purchasing
four examples of broadband content that best
illustrate the creativity and skills of northern
ireland companies. these exemplars will be
used to promote the northern ireland creative
sector in external markets.
3.2
the process involved, which is still ongoing
at the time of writing of this report, consisted
of three steps: an initial selection procedure
identified 20 companies that best met the
criteria; the development of their business
plans, iP rights and digital rights management
agreements with financial and advisory support
from dEti; and a presentation by all companies
to a commissioning panel that selects at least
four projects to take forward towards market
readiness and ultimate procurement of the four
products at a maximum price of 250,000 euros
per product. these presentations were held in
october 2007 and the initiative is scheduled to
be completed by march 2008.
3.3
there are some specific aspects of the

broadband content initiative that allow it to be
implemented in relatively short timescales (just
over 18 months from start to finish) and with
very modest initial budgets (£3,000 plus limited
advisory support for the development of the
business plan) and the model would need to be
adapted for the pre-commercial procurement
of other types of products, but at the very
least it demonstrates the northern ireland
government’s willingness to experiment with
this type of approach.
3.4
in the broad context of northern ireland, a
number of obvious candidate organisations
exist for which the pre-commercial
procurement of innovative solutions could
well prove valuable, in particular those
government departments that face challenges
that are likely to require innovative science
and technology solutions, such as the
department of health, social services and
Public safety, the department of agriculture
and rural development and the department
of the Environment. in addition, there will
be requirements across the public sector
for solutions to more generic issues such
as for example document management or
sustainability solutions in areas such as the
public sector’s own transport requirements.
3.5
the health and social care sector was
identified by the Panel as an area of particular

interest, and a number of discussions
were therefore held with representatives of
organisations active in public procurement,
innovation in the health sector and the
bioscience business community. a full list
of organisations and individuals consulted is
provided in annex 2.
3.6
these discussions confirmed that public
procurement in northern ireland has much the
same characteristics as it has elsewhere in the
uK and Europe, that procurement of innovative
science and technology-based solutions is rare
and that smEs often find it difficult to participate
in public tenders, although examples were
mentioned of smEs that had been very successful.
3.7
the idea of a pre-commercial procurement
pilot was widely supported by the consultees.
for a possible pilot in the healthcare field,
the consultees identified a number of key
organisations and initiatives that could be
involved, including the central services agency
(the centre for Procurement Expertise for
health supplies and services), hsc innovations
(the innovation management and iP exploitation
centre for the health service), biobusiness
northern ireland (the business association for
the Life and health technology sector), the
matrix Life & health sciences horizon Panel
and the hsc research office, which funds
healthcare research.
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gEnEraL
concLusions

4.1
government procurement can best stimulate
economic return from the commercial
exploitation of the local research, science
and technology (s&t) base by implementing
a precommercial procurement scheme that
provides a mechanism to de-risk innovative
ideas and make them more ‘procurement
ready’, instead of trying to make substantial
changes to mainstream procurement practices.

4.4
in order to manage the technological and
financial risk and fit into the most favourable
Eu regulations, it is helpful to recognise
three distinct stages in the pre-commercial
procurement process, namely feasibility
studies; r&d up to a first non-commercial
prototype; and development of a marketready product, with each stage having its own
budgets and targets.

4.2
such a scheme has to be aligned closely
with mainstream procurement needs and
mechanisms, as well as with the relevant
innovative business and knowledge
communities, in order to ensure that there
is a clear path from the development of
innovative solutions to subsequent mainstream
procurement steps.

4.5
Pre-commercial procurement of feasibility
studies and r&d up to a pre-commercial
prototype can be classified as procurement
of r&d services and therefore be exempt
from state aid restrictions and from the strict
requirements for Europe-wide tendering,
as long as the benefits of the r&d are not
completely for the contracting authority
(which can be achieved by allowing third-party
exploitation) or the r&d is not fully paid by the
contracting authority.

4.3
at the same time, mainstream procurement
practices should be adapted to make
them more ‘innovation-friendly’ as far as is
practicable, using the guidelines issued by
the office of government commerce, since
this will increase the likelihood that solutions
developed using pre-commercial procurement
can subsequently be adopted through
mainstream procurement.

4.6
nevertheless, any pre-commercial procurement
needs to conform to wto and Eu competition
and anti-discrimination rules and therefore
cannot be restricted to certain classes of
companies (such as smEs) or to companies
from a certain geographical area (such as
northern ireland). any calls for tender have
to be published in such a way to enable real
competition to occur. in practice however, it

has been demonstrated that it is possible to
achieve high participation by small innovative
companies from a single country, by tailoring
the publicity and tender specifications
appropriately.
4.7
the development of the first prototype into
a market-ready product cannot be funded
through the procurement of r&d services as
defined in the Eu Procurement directives and
is therefore subject to the normal wto and
Eu procurement regulations. it would need to
be announced Europe-wide and be subject to
full competition, and it is more likely that at this
stage a higher proportion of larger companies
would be involved. however, it also becomes
more likely that private sector parties will be
prepared to fund the further development of
prototype solutions generated under earlier
pre-commercial procurement stages. by
encouraging the identification of such sources
of finance during the earlier pre-commercial
procurement stages, the chance that a marketready solution ultimately becomes available
even without government finance can be
maximised.
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4.8
in northern ireland, a pilot could be undertaken
in various sectors with various government
departments, with the health & social care
sector a promising first candidate. a key first
step would be to identify a budget, the size of
which would depend on the characteristics of
the proposed solutions, which in turn depends
on the functional specification. therefore, only
indicative budgetary amounts can be provided
here. an indicative minimum budget for a pilot
would be £750,000 plus management costs
(5-10% of the project budget), to cover at
least four Phase one projects with an indicative
budget of £35,000 each and at least two
Phase two projects with an indicative budget
of £300,000 each. it may be desirable to
budget for more Phase one projects in order
to have a wider ‘pool’ of prospective solutions
to choose from.
4.9
there is a strong argument that the customer
(i.e. the organisation that ultimately wishes to
procure and use the solution - in a healthcare
pilot probably the department of health,
social services and Public safety (dhssPs))
should provide the budget, in order to ensure
a sense of ‘ownership’ and commitment to
achieving the right outputs and outcomes, and
to create the conditions for a clear contractual
relationship between the supplier and the
customer. if it is not feasible for the customer
in a pilot to provide the budget, then if a

budget is found elsewhere it should ideally be
transferred to the customer at the start of the
process.
4.10
another key practical issue is the question
of who manages the pre-commercial
procurement process. this task will require a
good understanding of procurement practices
and regulations, but because of the distinct
character of pre-commercial procurement
compared to mainstream procurement it is
probably not appropriate for a mainstream
procurement body (the central services
agency in the case of a healthcare pilot) to
undertake it. instead, existing procurement
expertise should probably be provided
through the establishment of a steering group
that brings together the customer with the
management body and relevant mainstream
procurement organisation(s).
4.11
in the healthcare sector an intermediate body
such as hsc innovations could in principle
be considered for the management, but if the
first pilot is successful there will be further
precommercial procurement involving other
government departments, which means that
there would be benefits in using a more generic
intermediate body. in the dutch exemplar,
the sbir processes are managed on behalf
of the ministries involved by senternovem,
which is an agency of the ministry of Economic

affairs charged with promoting innovation
and sustainable development through the
management of support programmes for
various ministries as well as the European
commission, the international Energy agency
and foreign governments. an approximate
equivalent in northern ireland would be invest
northern ireland, and consideration should
therefore be given to involving invest northern
ireland in the pilot.
4.12
in order to determine the scope of the pilot, the
recommended approach would be to arrange
an ‘early engagement’ discussion between
the customer and prospective providers of
ideas and solutions. although the ultimate
intention is that the suppliers will be small and
medium-sized businesses, at this stage it is
probably desirable that the discussion includes
relevant university groups, research centres
and prospective sources of ideas from within
the customer organisation. in the context of
a healthcare pilot, these discussion partners
would include biobusiness northern ireland
and selected smEs from the (sub-)sectors in
which solutions may be found, the dhssPs
(potentially including clinicians with ideas for
possible solutions), the matrix Life & health
sciences horizon Panel as well as research
groups in the relevant subject area.
4.13
such early engagement would not only inform
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key elements of the process such as the
required budget and the functional specification
of the solicitations, but also provide insights
into potential collaborations between smEs
and other parties that have relevant ideas,
capabilities to develop them and/or access to
further markets.
4.14
in this context, even large companies
may form a useful part of the solution and
consideration should be given to involving them
at an appropriate stage in the process. as
discussed above, the recommended model for
the European-style sbir relies on third-party
financing during Phase three and the dutch
experience has shown that frequently it is large
companies with an interest in the outputs of
the development process that take an interest
in the (part-)financing of Phase three projects.
4.15
clarity will need to be provided on intellectual
Property issues. by default, ownership of the
iP rights should rest with the supplier, with
the customer receiving exploitation rights.
any agreements with third parties such as
large companies that express an interest in
commercialisation will need to be negotiated
between the supplier and the large company.
it is of course possible that a large company
will buy the iP rights or even buy the small
company, in its entirety, and that the ultimate
supplier of the innovative product will then be

the large company. consideration should be
given to this possibility and whether action
should be taken to try to discourage or prevent
it. the dutch experience may be of limited
value in this regard because the netherlands
has more of a history of consensus
agreements between the public and private
sector than the uK does.
4.16
another issue to consider at this stage is that
of the timescales involved and the implications
for expanding the pilot into a mainstream
scheme. the process of preparing for the
solicitation, publicising it, accepting and
assessing submissions and signing contracts
is likely to take around six months. Phase one
projects would typically take six months to
complete and subsequent Phase two projects
two years, with at least three months between
the end of the Phase one projects and the
start of Phase two. after this, in most cases
the prototyped solutions will have to go through
a Phase three development before the end
product(s) can be offered for mainstream
procurement, which could take another two
years or so. this means that it is likely that
mainstream procurement won’t take place until
perhaps five years after the start of the pilot.
not only does this mean that there has to be
commitment from the parties involved over that
timescale, but that consideration needs to be
given to the timescales on whether any further
pilots or a wider roll-out should start before the

initial pilot has run its complete course.
4.17
finally, to increase the likelihood of success
it is advisable to try to establish an ongoing
dialogue with senternovem, which is the only
organisation in Europe with detailed handson experience of an sbir pilot and which
can no doubt provide much valuable further
information and insights.
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rEfErEncEs
thE foLLowing documEnts and wEbsitEs wErE consuLtEd in thE dEsK rEsEarch:

1

‘secrets’ of the world’s largest seed
capital fund: how the united states
government uses its small business
innovation research (sbir) Programme
and Procurement budgets to support
small technology firms, david connell,
centre for business research, university
of cambridge, 2006

2

Exploiting the uK’s science and
technology base: how to fill the gaping
hole in uK government policy, david
connell, december 2004

3

finding and Procuring innovative solutions
- Evidence-based practical approaches,
office of government commerce/
department for innovation, universities &
skills, 2007

4

capturing innovation - nurturing suppliers’
ideas in the public sector, office of
government commerce, 2004

5

Early market Engagement - Principles
and Examples of good Practice, office
of government commerce/centres of
Excellence, 2006

6

7

competitive dialogue Procedure - ogc
guidance on the competitive dialogue
Procedure in the new Procurement
regulations, office of government
commerce, January 2006
smaller supplier... better value? the value
for money that small firms can offer. office
of government commerce/small business
service, 2005

8

the race to the top - a review of
government’s science and innovation
Policies, Lord sainsbury of turville,
october 2007

9

transforming government Procurement,
hm treasury, January 2007

10 Public Procurement Policy, department of

finance and Personnel, northern ireland,
may 2002
11 the northern ireland Economic bulletin
2007, section three innovation,
department of Enterprise, trade and
investment, 2007
12 creating an innovative Europe - report
of the independent Expert group on r&d
and innovation appointed following the
hampton court summit and chaired by mr
Esko aho, January 2006.
13 the access of smEs to public procurement
contracts, Eim business and Policy research/
Kmu forschung austria on behalf of the
European commission, march 2004
14 innovation and Public Procurement review of issues at stake, fraunhofer
institute systems and innovation research
on behalf of the European commission,
december 2005
15 opportunities for Public technology
Procurement in the ict-related sectors in
Europe, rambøll management on behalf of
the European commission dg information
society and media, october 20072
16 Pre-commercial procurement of innovation
- a missing link in the European innovation
cycle, national ist directors’ forum
working group on Public Procurement in
support of research and innovation in ict,
march 2006

19 innovation and public procurement - a
new approach to stimulating innovation.
cbi/QinetiQ, october 2006
20 Eerste evaluatie sbir pilots (first
evaluation sbir pilots), senternovem,
June 2007 (in dutch)
21 achtergrondnotitie sbir voor juridisch
overleg (background note on sbir for
legal consultation), netherlands ministry of
Economic affairs, march 2006 (in dutch)
22 communication from the European
commission dg internal market &
services on whether r&d contracts can
be reserved for smEs, 2006, provided by
senternovem
23 Private communications with mrs
carla dekker, sbir Pilot manager,
senternovem
24 websites:
us small business administration sbir and sttr:
www.sba.gov/sbir/indexsbir-sttr.html
us department of health & human
services - sbir and sttr:
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/
sbirsttr_programs.htm
department for business Enterprise
& regulatory reform - sbri:
www.berr.gov.uk/innovation/sbri/index.
html

17 community framework for state aid
for research and development and
innovation, official Journal of the European
union 2006/c 323/01, 30th december
2006

department for business Enterprise
& regulatory reform - Public
Procurement Policy:
www.berr.gov.uk/innovation/public_
procurement_policy/index.html

18 directive 2004/18/Ec of the European
Parliament and of the council of 31 march
2004 on the coordination of procedures for
the award of public works contracts, public
supply contracts and public service contracts.

European Public Procurement network:
www.publicprocurementnetwork.org/
index.htm

2. this was an unpublished advanced draft provided on the understanding that no specific references to the content would be made.
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consuLtEEs
thE foLLowing indiViduaLs and organisations wErE consuLtEd for this study:

Central Procurement Directorate
brendan o’neill
Central Services agency
sam blakely
Invest Northern Ireland
derval mooney
marshall adiddle
mandy mills
Paul mccoy
Biobusiness Northern Ireland
Peter donnelly
hSC Innovations
david brownlee
SenterNovem
mrs carla dekker
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